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 International Day for the
Elimination of Violence

against Women



Gender-based violence (GBV) is an umbrella term for harmful acts of

abuse perpetrated against a person’s will  and rooted in a system of

unequal power between women and men. Although it is important to

recognize that men and gender-non-conforming individuals can also

experience gender-based violence, the majority of GBV victims are

women. In fact, one out of four women in the world have experienced

any kind of GBV at some point fo their lives.

WHAT IS GENDER BASED VIOLENCE?



Physical Violence: This involves any form of physical force that causes bodily harm, injury, or
pain. It includes hitting, punching, kicking, slapping, and any other physical assault.
Sexual Violence: This includes any sexual act or behavior that is perpetrated against a person's
will. It includes rape, sexual assault, harassment, coercion, and exploitation.
Emotional/Psychological Violence: This form of violence includes behaviors aimed at causing
emotional or mental anguish, such as verbal abuse, humiliation, intimidation, and threats.
Economic Violence: This refers to controlling someone’s ability to access economic resources,
preventing them from financial independence, or withholding financial support as a means of
control.
Cyber Violence: With the rise of technology, this form involves harassment, threats, or
intimidation using digital platforms such as social media, emails, or messaging apps.
Honor-Based Violence: This occurs when individuals are subjected to violence, often by family
members, due to behavior perceived as bringing dishonor or shame to the family or community.
Forced Marriage: This involves compelling someone to marry without their consent, often through
coercion, threats, or pressure.
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM): This involves altering or injuring female genital organs for non-
medical reasons, often causing severe physical and psychological harm.
Trafficking: This includes the recruitment, transportation, harboring, or receipt of individuals
through force, fraud, or coercion for exploitation.
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WHAT KINDS OF GBV ARE THERE?



WHAT IS GBV?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBDDLchVu6I&list=PL5WWG1ZJJHrDTwHYsSnqYVuGsFgHykcxp&index=3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uhg3cxnwNxc&list=PL5WWG1ZJJHrDTwHYsSnqYVuGsFgHykcxp&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBDDLchVu6I&list=PL5WWG1ZJJHrDTwHYsSnqYVuGsFgHykcxp&index=3


QUESTIONS

1 How does gender-based violence affect individuals?

2 What are some examples of gender-based violence

mentioned in the video?

3 Why are women and LGBTI people disproportionately

affected by gender-based violence?

4 What role do governments play in addressing gender-

based violence?

5 How is gender-based violence a structural issue?

6 What can individuals do to challenge gender

inequality in policies and practices?



SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS
1 Gender-based violence can have physical, psychological,

sexual, and economic impacts on individuals.

2 Examples include being groped in public, getting bullied for not

conforming to gender norms, receiving unwelcome comments

about appearance, etc.

3 Women and LGBTI people are disproportionately affected due

to societal discrimination and prejudice.

4 Governments have a role in passing laws and implementing

policies to prevent and deter gender-based violence.

5 Gender-based violence is not limited to personal and social

circles but is also embedded in institutions, laws, and policies.

6 Individuals can research their country's laws, challenge gender

inequality in policies and practices, and advocate for change.



HOW CAN WE PREVENT GBV?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czzp9b8mlz0&list=PL5WWG1ZJJHrDTwHYsSnqYVuGsFgHykcxp&index=5 0:18- 1:30

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czzp9b8mlz0&list=PL5WWG1ZJJHrDTwHYsSnqYVuGsFgHykcxp&index=5


1 How does the video define primary prevention?

2 What are the three sections of the triangle mentioned

in the video?

3 According to the video, what is the answer to

preventing violence?

4 What are the five actions that can reduce violence,

as mentioned in the video?

5 Where can conversations and actions to prevent

violence take place, according to the video?

6 What does the video suggest we can work towards

creating in society?

QUESTIONS



1 Primary prevention is about addressing the gendered drivers

of violence.

2 The three sections of the triangle are crisis intervention,

early intervention, and primary prevention.

3 Gender equality is the answer to preventing violence.

4 The five actions that can reduce violence are promoting

gender equality, empowering women and girls, challenging gender

stereotypes, building respectful relationships, and challenging

violence against women in all its forms.

5 Conversations and actions can take place in government,

businesses, organizations, schools, workplaces, and even around

the family dinner table.

6 The video suggests working towards creating a society where

the next generation doesn't support or excuse violence.

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS



HAVE YOU EVER HEARD ANY OF THESE
COMMENTS? IS THIS REALLY LOVE?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JYyHa03x-U&list=PL5WWG1ZJJHrDTwHYsSnqYVuGsFgHykcxp&index=7

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBDDLchVu6I&list=PL5WWG1ZJJHrDTwHYsSnqYVuGsFgHykcxp&index=3


Talk About It: Tell people that hurting others because of their gender is
wrong. Spread this message to friends, family, and schoolmates.

Be Kind and Listen: If someone tells you they've been hurt, listen without
judging them. Be there for them and offer help if they need it.

Ask for Help: If you or someone you know is in trouble, ask a teacher,
parent, or someone you trust for help. Don't keep it a secret.

Respect Everyone: Treat everyone fairly and with respect, no matter
their gender. Stand up against teasing or bullying.

Learn About Equality: Understand that boys and girls should have the
same rights. Learn and share stories about treating everyone fairly.

Support Good Rules: Encourage rules that protect people from being hurt
because of their gender. Ask grown-ups to make sure these rules are
followed.

Be a Good Friend: Support your friends and make sure they feel safe. If
you see someone in trouble, try to help or get help from an adult.

Be Brave: If you see someone being hurt or teased, speak up or find
someone who can help. It's important to stand up for what's right.

COMBAT GBV, SUPPORT AND BECOME AN ALLY:



When violence against
women is no longer

societally accepted, no
longer kept secret; when

everyone understands that
even one case is too many.
That's when it will change.




